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Abstract. Recent developments on mobile devices and networks enable new
opportunities for mobile learning anywhere, anytime. Furthermore, recent advances on adaptive learning establish the foundations for personalized learning
adapted to the characteristics of each individual learner. A mobile learner would
perform an educational activity using the infrastructure (e.g. handheld devices,
networks) in an environment (e.g. outdoors). In order to provide personalization, an adaptation engine adapts the educational activity and the infrastructure
according to the context. The context is described by the learner’s state, the
educational activity’s state, the infrastructure’s state, and the environment’s
state. Furthermore, each one of these states is described by its dimensions.
Many examples illustrate the adaptation decisions.
Keywords: adaptation, adaptive learning, context-aware, knowledge society,
learner profile, learner model, mobile learning, personalized learning, pervasive
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1 Introduction
Recently, there is a widespread use of mobile phones and wireless networks in everyday life. Educational institutes are also starting to exploit mobile devices and networks for learning and management. As most students already possess handheld
devices, several educational institutes are using wireless technology to deliver and
support mobile learning [1-4]. The intersection of online learning and mobile computing – called mobile learning – holds the promise of offering frequent, integral access
to applications that support learning, anywhere, anytime [5]. Mobile learning would
help the development of the Knowledge Society. The objective is a society with
access to knowledge and learning for everyone [6]. The mobile learner will carry
multiple heterogeneous wearable and handheld devices. He will move and interact
unrestricted with other learners, hardware and software resources in his neighborhood
or on remote locations. He will be able to continually learn wherever he is moving
without any mobility, time and other restrictions.
However, the diversity of learners’ characteristics as well mobile devices and
networks requires personalization for different cases. The educational activities and
the provided infrastructure would be auto-configured tailored to the learner needs,
interests and abilities. Multiple sources of information would be used to adapt the
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educational activities and the infrastructure to every situation and condition. Most of
the physical objects in the environment will be equipped with some embedded sensing and communication capabilities. They will sense, track, and monitor the surrounding environment and transmit this information to those interested for that. This
information would be used to make dynamic adaptation decisions for the benefit of
the learner.
This paper presents a general framework for context-aware adaptive mobile learning. It explicitly defines the context on which the adaptations would be based. An
adaptation engine acquires input data and produces the adaptation results. Part of the
input data into the adaptation engine is closely related to the context of ubiquitous
computing. This paper defines context to include the learner’s state, the educational
activity’s state, the infrastructure’s state, and the environment’s state. Several previous studies in ubiquitous computing provided various definitions of context. Location,
identity, time and activity have been suggested as primary types of context [7]. Computing context (e.g. network connectivity, communication costs, communication
bandwidth, nearby resources such as printers, displays, and workstations), User context (e.g. user’s profile, location, people nearby, and current social situation), and
Physical context (e.g. lighting, noise levels, traffic conditions, and temperature) have
been also proposed as main context categories [8]. In addition to location [9], identities of nearby people and objects, as well as changes to those objects have been
included in the context [10]. Context-aware has been defined as “the ability of the
computer to sense and act upon information about its environment, such as location,
time, temperature or user identity” [11]. Context has been also described across three
dimensions: i) Environment (physical and social), ii) Self (device state, physiological
and cognitive), and iii) Activity (behavior and task) [12]. Any information that can be
used to characterize the situation of an entity (e.g. person, place, or object) would be
considered as context [13]. Different types of information about a user can simultaneously be relevant to a given adaptation decision [14]. An ontology-based context
model considered time, place, user knowledge, user activity, user environment and
device capacity [15]. In parallel, a situation model gave a view on the context model
describing temporal properties. It was argued that the following context parameters
should be taken into consideration: variety, priority, granularity, implementation,
cost-effectiveness [16]. Furthermore, it has been argued that a context aware mobile
learning system should also take into consideration the learner’s willingness to participate in the proposed learning activity [17].
Several architectures for context-aware applications have been proposed [18-23].
However, implementing such systems on a large scale is not free from obstacles [24].
Educational, socio-cultural, economical, and technical requirements for mobile learning applications should be considered [25]. A mechanism to support adaptation in
m-learning systems has been proposed [26]. An ontology-based framework for context-aware mobile learning has been proposed [27]. Context-aware social presence
mechanisms would support a learner [28]. Instant messaging would provide the
learner with continuous access to social networks. A three-tier web-based architecture
has been proposed for context-aware m-learning [29]. Similarly, “SmartContext” was
an ontology based context model which included a standardized context template, a
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context reasoning ontology and a context middleware [30]. A flexible e-learning
model would take into consideration the learner’s knowledge state and learning
preferences [31] to create personalized learning paths [32]. Furthermore, the users
may prefer informal communication and learning [33]. The architecture of a contextaware schedule tool for learning Java has been proposed in [34]. A context-aware
system consisting of three components has been proposed [35]. Also, the user’s vision
and speech would be monitored [36].
In this paper, an adaptation engine adapts the learner’s educational activity or/and
infrastructure according to the context. The adaptation decisions would be either deterministic or probabilistic [37]. The next section 2 presents the context on which the
adaptations would be based.

2 Context Model
The context is defined to consist of the learner’s state, the educational activity’s state,
the infrastructure’s state, and the environment’s state. Next, each one of these states is
further described by its dimensions. Each dimension would be further analyzed to its
variables. It is obvious that the more information is available about each dimension,
the more accurate but complicated the model becomes. The proper type and number
of dimensions remains an open research issue. Adding additional dimensions will
increase the complexity of the model and the requirements to collect additional
information. There may be a balance between the number of dimensions, model complexity, and the accuracy of the model. Techniques for modifying the weights associated with different dimensions dynamically to better represent the context are open
research issues. The same stands for the variables in each dimension.
2.1 Learner’s State
The Learner’s state is described by the following dimensions (with examples):
Demographics, e.g. the educational activity should be adapted to a learner who has
grown up in a loose time orientation culture. In this case the learner may not
be punctual with deadlines and scheduling, and therefore the educational activity should adapt to afford loose deadlines.
Education & Profession, e.g. if the learner has practicing experiences, then the educational activity should be adapted to provide him with pragmatic cases, real
life projects, and experiments.
Preferences & Interests, e.g. if the learner prefers audio communication, then the
educational activity and the infrastructure should be adapted to increase the
audio communication (e.g. speak the instructions).
Objectives, Aims & Plans, e.g. the educational activity should be adjusted to the short
and long term objectives of the learner.
Health, e.g. if the learner is overweight, then the educational activity and the infrastructure should be adapted to his weight.
Physical Abilities, e.g. if the learner has movement disability, then the educational
activity should be adjusted to take place in a given space.
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Cognitive Abilities, e.g. if the learner learns inductively, then the educational activity
should proceed step-by-step in an inductive way.
Social Abilities, e.g. if the learner has leadership abilities, then the educational activity
may assign him the coordinator’s role in a group task.
Feelings & Emotions, e.g. if the learner is bored, then the educational activity may
become more intriguing.
Intentions, Wills & Values, e.g. if the learner underestimates his abilities, then the
educational activity may tailor the project to his performance level, in order
that he becomes motivated and successful.
Time & Schedule, e.g. if the learner is required to complete a project in a given deadline, the educational activity may remind him some time in advance as well
as alert him on the deadline.
Location, e.g. If the learner approaches a specific object, then the educational activity
may give him further instructions and directions.
Mobility, e.g. the educational activity may guide and teach the learner through a botanical garden.
Current Needs & Desires, e.g. if the learner is thirsty, then the educational activity
may suggest him of drinking locations.
Wearable & handheld hardware, software and other resources, e.g. if the screen of
the learner’s handheld device is small, then the educational activity may be
adapted to show the summary and the main points instead of the full content.
Tasks, Results & Achievements, e.g. if the learner is performing excellent, then the
educational activity may increase the difficulty level.
Restrictions, e.g. if there are access restrictions to some resources for the learner, then
the educational activity should consider these.
2.2 Educational Activity’s State
The Educational Activity’s state is described by the following dimensions (with
examples):
Subject, e.g. if the subject of the educational activity is related to drawing, then
wizards and auto-shapes facilities may be activated.
Requirements, e.g. if the educational activity requires video delivery, then the infrastructure should adapt to reserve high bandwidth and storage capacity.
Purpose, if the educational activity purpose is to assess the learner’s knowledge,
then a test may be taken by her.
Expected Outcomes, e.g. if the educational activity outcome is to increase the
learner’s synthesis ability, then it may ask the learner to assemble parts into
an integrated system.
Pedagogical Theory, e.g. if the teacher wants the educational activity to be based on
collaboration, then the educational activity may set up learner teams and ask
them to complete a collaborative project.
Management, e.g. if the educational activity is coordinated by an examiner, then its
tasks may have strict deadlines and access restrictions may be imposed too.
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Content, e.g. if the learner is an activist type, then the educational activity may be
tailored around real cases and experiments.
Presentation, e.g. if the learner is a visual type, then more visual than audio objects
may be presented to her.
Structure & Sequencing, e.g. if the learner is a sequential learner, then the educational content may be presented inductively and step by step.
Resources, e.g. if the educational activity helps the learner, then it may provide to
him further bibliography and links on the Web.
Participants & Teams, e.g. if the educational activity establishes teams, then the
infrastructure should try to keep on connectivity among the team members
during the whole activity duration.
Achievements & Results, e.g. if the educational activity records the learner’s progress, then it may become easier or harder depending on the learner’s
achievements.
2.3 Infrastructure’s State
The Infrastructure’s state is described by the following dimensions (with examples):
Devices, e.g. if the learner walks on a mountain, then adjustment of the antenna range
or/and the communication technology may be needed.
Networks, e.g. if the communication jitter is high and the quality of video transmission is low, then alternative communication channels or alternative media
should be selected.
Hardware and Software Resources, e.g. if the learner is close to an energy charger
and his battery lifetime is short, then the system may notify him about the
available charger.
Adaptable Activities, e.g. if there is interference with other adaptable activities in
the vicinity of the learner, adjustments on the antenna range or the communication protocols may be done.
2.4 Environment’s State
Finally, the Environment’s state is described by the following dimensions (with examples):
Terrain, e.g. if the learner moves from outdoors to indoors, then a different network
technology may be selected.
Weather, e.g. if there is a lot of sunlight, then the screen should be adjusted to not
reflect the light.
Environmental Characteristics, e.g. if there is a lot of noise in the environment, then
the audio volume may be increased or text communication may be enabled.
Neighbors, e.g. if there are available neighbors, then the network can use them as
intermediate nodes in order to connect two communicating faraway learners.
Non-adaptable Activities, e.g. if other non-adaptable activities are running, then
they should be considered in the battery consumption.
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3 Conclusions
The paper presents a general framework for context-aware adaptive mobile learning.
The mobile learner learns and performs an educational activity as he moves in an
environment. The goal is to help the mobile learner, to increase his satisfaction and
learning, to decrease his limitations and restrictions in order to be unconcernedly
engaged in learning. The learner is supported by an adaptation engine that adapts the
educational activity and/or the infrastructure according to the context. This paper
explicitly defines the context to consist of the learner’s state, the educational activity’s
state, the infrastructure’s state, and the environment’s state.
The presented framework may help designers and developers of mobile learning
systems at their decisions. It may help them to identify requirements, open problems,
challenges and opportunities, to share ideas and methods, to take a holistic approach
in developing systems and thoroughly evaluate them. In order to expand students’ and
citizens’ opportunities, government would consider adopting lifelong mobile learning
into the educational system. People would learn not only in formal situations (e.g. in
class) but everywhere (e.g. while working, collaborating, walking, playing) anytime.
Hopefully, this study would stimulate future research and development efforts. An
initial step would be the implementation of a simple case. The adaptation engine
would accept as input the learner’s location and would select the team members in an
outdoors collaborative activity [38, 39]. The ultimate goal will be the implementation
of adaptation engines that use the full context and produce the full adapted educational activity and infrastructure, as presented in the Context model section. Another
idea for future work would be the harmonious integration of the input data, as well as
the explicit decisions under various input data combinations.
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